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surface type �z e �

e

e

a

�

e

a

matt black,50
0.0013 -0.160 0.095 0.167 0.095

red paint,50
0.0043 0.126 0.106 0.154 0.061

anodized black,100
0.0236 -0.096 0.079 0.100 0.074

polished alum.,100
0.0029 0.066 0.147 0.132 0.093

Table 1: test results (see text). �z is given in mm/quanta.

our method for direct calibration of small-workspace sensors proves simple, practical, and

capable of supporting satisfactory accuracies. Second, the consistency tests can improve

dramatically range measurements in the presence of highly reective surfaces and holes,

and eliminate most of the wrong measurements arising from spurious reections.
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Figure 6: Mean absolute error of least squares plane �t against number of points used.

Figure 7 shows a range image, with consistency tests enforced, of the polished alu-

minium block with holes which caused the spurious surfaces in Figure 1. The larger holes'

diameters are 18mm, the smaller ones' 14mm; depths varied between 9 and 13mm. The

dramatic rejection of spurious range values is evident. Some of the true range points have

also been eliminated, which has caused a slightly more ragged appearance to the object

surface; notice however that the height of the remaining range points has been correctly

estimated. In spite of the strong reections, there are also enough data to estimate the

real depth of all holes.
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Figure 7: Range image of block with holes with consistency tests enforced.

6 Conclusions

We have described a triangulation-based range scanner built with o�-the-shelf, low-cost

components, and presented a direct, local calibration technique. We have also sketched

some consistency tests which proved very helpful in acquiring images of highly reective

surfaces. To demonstrate the validity of the techniques, we have reported concisely the

results of several experiments. We believe this paper o�ers two main contributions. First,
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Illumination direction constraint. Given that the direction of the plane of laser light

is �xed, it is not possible for a ray of light to intersect the surface twice. When more

than one point is observed, all points are eliminated.

Observable surface constraint. One constraint that eliminates many spurious range

surfaces is the requirement that the visible surface portions must face the observing

sensor (otherwise the surface could not have been seen). Hence, any local surface

point

~

P

�

(t) whose normal ~n

�

(t) satis�es

~n

�

(t) � (

~

P

�

(t)�

~

O

�

) > 0

where

~

O

�

is the origin of the camera reference frame, should be rejected. This

constraint is independent of the number of cameras used.

Consistent surface constraint. If a true point is observed by both cameras, then the

range values Z

L

(t) and Z

R

(t) from both cameras should be the same within a tol-

erance �

d

, which is chosen on the basis of the noise statistics. In addition, the

surface normals of the surface as observed from the left and right cameras should be

the same, again within a tolerance �

n

chosen on the basis of the noise statistics of

true range images. Notice that �

n

requires careful setting, since surface normals are

related to the �rst-order derivatives of the data and thus are more a�ected by noise.

Unobscured-once-viewed constraint. If a point was visible by only one camera, there

must be a valid point seen by the other camera that obscures the �rst point. Hence,

any points that are visible to one camera and are not obscured relative to the other

camera, yet were not observed, are likely to be spurious and are removed.

5 xperimental results

The measurements reported in Table 1 are indicative of the accuracy of our striper using

direct calibration. The table gives the z quantisation step �z (using 256-level resolution),

the mean error, e, its standard deviation, �

e

, the mean absolute error, e

a

, and its standard

deviation, �

e

a

, all in mm, measured using both cameras and accurately known planes of

di�erent materials placed at di�erent heights (material and height, in mm, are speci�ed in

the leftmost column). Comparable accuracies are obtained using each camera individually;

however, no-data regions appear more frequently, as the visible portion of the object

surface is in general smaller for one single camera.

In another series of tests, we measured sloping planes spanning the whole sensor

workspace, again �nding accuracies similar to those reported above. When the slope

angle could not be accurately determined, we found the best �tting plane (in the least

square sense) for an increasing number of data points organised in regular grids. We then

considered the plane associated with the minimum mean absolute error, and used that to

compute error statistics. We mention only one representative example. Figure 6 shows

the mean absolute error (in mm) plotted against the square root of the number of points

used for the �t for a black-painted slope with �

�

=

30 deg. The minimum-error �t occurred

using 30x30=900 points, but it can be seen that the variation is nearly always small given

the sensor's estimated accuracy. The corresponding mean absolute error was 0.318mm

(standard deviation 0.011mm); the mean error (signed) was 0.023mm (standard deviation

0.016mm).

We noticed that the error magnitude remains constant throughout the �eld of view,

whereas it tended to increase towards the periphery (considering pixels falling in the same

image regions) with a model-based calibration technique adopted previously.
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Stage 2: building image-world maps. In the second stage, the calibration grids

are inverted and interpolated to obtain a complete look-up table for each camera. Using

a least-square linear interpolation with 5 calibrated points, each image pixel is associated

to a 3-D point within the calibrated workspace.

Our DC procedure is simple, automatic and fast (currently about 30 minutes for 140

height levels). It also allows a simple range measurement algorithm. When acquiring

a range image, the bounding-integer pixel coordinates obtained from the subpixel coor-

dinates of each stripe pixel are used to index in the lookup table of each camera. The

position of the 3-D point corresponding to the observed subpixel position is computed

by linear interpolation between the bounding pixels. Although speed was not a research

objective, the acquisition rate is a few stripes per second - not a despicable one given

the equipment used. Speed could be greatly improved with the use of a synch generator,

analogue stripe detection hardware and a DSP chip for the range value calculations.

4 iscar ing inconsistent points

How do reections from specular surfaces cause spurious range values? Figure 5 shows a

cross section, taken perpendicularly to the light plane, through a rectangular hole in the

object surface. Suppose that the light stripe is observed after reection from the specular

surface of the hole: the specular reection at point F is observed rather than the true

point T. The false point might be chosen because it is brighter (often possible on specular

surfaces) or because the true point is hidden. Since all observed points must lie in the

plane of laser light, the height of point Y is incorrectly recorded.

The false range surface shown in Figure 1 resulted from this phenomenon occurring at

many positions along each of many stripes. The tilting false surface arises because, as the

stripe moves away from the wall, the triangulated false position moves further away from

the true surface. This simple false-surface pattern arises from the simple rectangular hole

geometry; more complex holes or combinations of specular surfaces produce more complex

artifacts.

The rejection of false range values is based on the consistency constraints sketched

below [5, 6]. Any points that do not satisfy the constraints are eliminated.
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Figure 2: Architecture of the range sensor.

are stored in a Datacube as 512x512 frames. A di�erence of one millimeter in the vertical

direction corresponds roughly to a one-pixel di�erence in the images. Several parameters

can be controlled by the user, including image scaling factors, depth quantisation, image

resolution, and the depth interval to be scanned.

3 irect cali ration

Our DC method is based on a simple idea. If the camera coordinates of a su�ciently

dense grid of workspace points (called calibration grid) can be measured accurately, then

the position of any point in the workspace can be obtained by inverting the resulting world-

to-camera maps and interpolating between surrounding points [7]. We have implemented

this idea in a two-stage procedure.

Stage 1: building the calibration grids. In the �rst step, a calibration grid is built

for each camera. We have designed and built a calibration block (Figure 3) consisting of

145 steps, each 2mm in length and 1mm in height. In order to detect calibration points

in the Y direction (refer to Figure 2), the block is formed by 20 parallel slices spaced

regularly. The only operator intervention required is to place the block on the striper's

platform so that the laser stripe falls entirely on the top surface of the lower step. The

block is then advanced automatically 2mm at a time, so that the stripe is observed by both

cameras on each of the 145 steps. For each position, the stripe appears as a linear sequence

of segments (corresponding to the top surfaces of the step's slices), and the position of

the segments' centers is detected to subpixel accuracy [8] and recorded. The block's size

is designed so that every observable point in the stripe plane lies no farther than 1mm

in range (z axis) and 4mm along the stripe (y axis) from the nearest calibrated point.

The slope of the block allows simultaneous calibration of both cameras of our sensor. An

example of the resulting grid of calibration points, measured for 80 heights, is shown in

Figure 4. The x axis shows the image position of the calibration points, which depends on

the height of the block level on which the stripe impinges. The y axis shows the points'

image y position. The slight irregularity in the x direction, largely compensated for by

second stage 2 (interpolation), is a result of irregular changes in the shape of the stripe

pro�le as the stripe sweeps the CCD sensor.
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confused with the primary signal, in which case false range values will result. This e�ect

can render the sensor unusable. For instance, range images of shiny surfaces with holes may

contain spurious peaks or whole surfaces protruding from the holes. Figure 1 illustrates

this e�ect in two range images of a polished-aluminium block with holes. The images

were acquired using two opposing cameras independently (see Section 2). To obviate

this problem, some users of industrial scanners simply coat surfaces with a matt white

substance, e.g. tempera paint, which can rinse clean from most parts [13]. This may

however be unacceptable, e.g. whenever very high accuracies (100�m or less) are required.

We sketch in Section 4 some consistency tests that eliminate most of the spurious

range values [5, 6]. The key observation is that specular reections produce range values

depending on camera position. Hence, the range values obtained from each camera can

be compared, and points leading to inconsistent range values eliminated.
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Figure 1: Two range images of polished aluminium block with holes. Specular reections

make spurious surfaces appear.

Our direct calibration and measurement consistency techniques have been implemented

and tested using the laser striper we built in the framework of the IMAGINE research

project, aimed at recognition of complex 3-D objects from range data [4, 9]. The striper

was meant primarily to support surface-based segmentation [11] by achieving good accu-

racies with low-cost, o�-the-shelf components, a feature of major interest in itself. Indeed

the accuracy and repeatibility of our system is currently in the region of 0.15mm, a very

good result for such a low-cost system (cf. for instance the similar sensor described in [3],

with a reported accuracy of 0.25mm). Section 5 illustrates briey the sensor's performance

after direct calibration and demonstrates the e�ect of our consistency tests.

ensor operation principles

The architecture of our range sensor is sketched in Figure 2. The object to be scanned

sits on a platform moved on a linear rail by microstepper motors under computer (Sun3)

control through a Compumotor CX interface with in-built RS-232C interface (in part, to

simulate the data acquired from a part passing conveyor belt under a range sensor). One

microstep is 6:6�m, and the nominal positioning accuracy and repeatability is 2� steps.

Objects must be contained in a parallelepipedal workspace about 15cm each side. The

object is moved through the path of a planar laser beam (output power 2mW at 632.8nm).

The curve (stripe) resulting from the intersection of the laser beam with the object surface

is observed by two opposing cameras (o�-the-shelf 577x581 Panasonic BL200/B) mounted

about one meter from the platform. This camera arrangement limits the occlusion problem

and is essential for some of our measurement consistency constraints. The acquired images
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ntro uction

This paper addresses two aspects of the acquisition of range data with the popular

triangulation-based range sensors using structured laser light [1, 2, 3, 12]: direct cali-

bration and measurement consistency.

The commonly adopted model-based calibration estimates the parameters of the geo-

metric transformation that back-projects any points of the image plane of each camera

onto the laser plane [1, 2]. This requires a valid closed-form model of the sensor com-

ponents and basic phenomena, including at least the position, orientation and intrinsic

parameters of the cameras, and the position of the light plane. The higher the measure-

ment accuracy required, however, the more phenomena the model must include (e.g. lens

distortion, image center, scale factor), thus becoming signi�cantly complicated. Some

phenomena may always remain elusive. Finally, model-based calibration procedures can

be long and tedious.

After some experience with model-based calibration, we devised an alternative method

called direct calibration (henceforth DC), reminiscent of the \black-box" inverse calibra-

tion of robotic manipulators [10]. The method consists in measuring the image coordinates

of a grid of known workspace 3-D points, then building lookup tables for the whole image

by interpolation. An immediate advantage is that there is no need to model any phe-

nomena, since all phenomena are implicitly accounted for. The overall accuracy of the

method is therefore limited only by the repeatability of the equipment and of the stripe

detection algorithm, not by shortcomings of the model. The only assumption is that the

characteristics of the scanner do not vary between calibration and acquisition, as it is to

be expected of any calibrated device. We have devised a simple, fast and automatic pro-

cedure implementing DC on our range sensor. The sensor itself is sketched in Section 2.

Section 3 describes our calibration technique.

Many potential applications of range �nders are in industrial settings, where object

surfaces are often made of polished metal or plastic, and are likely to reect laser light

specularly. When surfaces have a specular component, noisy reections of the main laser

stripe may appear in the images observed by the cameras. These reections can be easily
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